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Abstract

"This session introduces the CSA Quality Program
Standards covering four levels of quality. The
distinctions between them and their application
are briefly outlined. Panelists will explain the
jurisdictional, designer's, utility's, and manufacturer's points of view with respect to safety,
reliability and advantages that can be derived from
quality assurance."

R.B. Maxwell, Chairman
CSA Standards Committee
for Quality Control § Assurance

-3NUCLEAR POWER STATION QUALITY .ASSURANCE AND SAFETY THE ATOMIC ENERGY CONTROL BOARD VIEWPOINT
J.H. JENNEKENS
(ATOMIC ENERGY CONTROL BOARD)

Mr. Chairman, distinguished speakers, ladies and gentlemen, it
is a pleasure to speak at this session on nuclear power station
quality assurance and to present to you some of the views of the
Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) on this important topic.
While appeals for improved quality and quality assurance were
made by an enlightened few almost a decade and a half ago, it is
only in recent years that the term "nuclear power station quality
assurance" has received widespread publicity and examination. In
some countries, large-scale, comprehensive programs have been initiated to develop, and implement, quality assurance-related codes
and standards. Last year at the international level, the International Atomic Energy Agency gathered together representatives from
among its member states to study nuclear power station quality assurance.
The fact that at the 1975 Annual CNA Conference, this session on
quality assurance has been arranged is further evidence of the increasing attention being paid to the subject.
There can be little doubt that nuclear power station quality
assurance will remain in the brightly lit centre stage position for
some time to come. This is all good news, for the concentration on
quality assurance should lead to benefits for everyone involved in,
or affected by, the nuclear-electric power industry including the
ultimate consumer, the public.
Before dealing with some of the specifics of the Atomic Energy
Control Board's position on quality assurance, I would like to
exercise my perogative as the speaker and both raise, and answer, some
questions concerning basic concepts.
In the first place, what does the term "quality assurance" mean?,
secondly, why should it be judged so important? and, thirdly, why
does its mention frequently lead to.such heated debate?

As one might expect, a generally accepted formal definition for
"quality assurance" does exist. In simple terms, however, one might
regard the term as meaning the following collective actions:
1.
2.

Making sure that a job has been done properly;
Establishing and maintaining formal documentation which
testifies that the job has been done properly.

You will notice that this definition implies that responsibility
for establishing quality and for assuring quality are separate and
distinct. The task of those responsible for quality assurance is to
determine and to document that a specific quality exists. If such
quality is not present, then quality assurance measures must make this
clear so that corrective action may be taken to establish, or to
restore, the required quality.

-4Use is made of AECB Project Officers to co-ordinate the examinations and compliance audits. One or more of these officers is assigned
to each project in a non-resident (with regard to the project site)
or resident capacity, depending on the stage the project has reached.
The process begins when site evaluation for a proposed station
takes place and a non-resident Project Officer is appointed to
co-ordinate AECB staff action in the matter. The assigned officer
follows the project through the design, construction and early'operation stages and remains in close contact both with the staff of the
station owner and the nuclear design consultant. Over this lengthy
period the Project Officer is supported in his endeavours by other
members of the AECB staff on both a short-and long-term basis.
After formal AECB approval of the site there is a reduction of
regulatory involvement until a formal application is received by the
AECB for a Construction Licence. This application is supported by a
Preliminary Safety Report which is closely examined by the Project
Officer and his associates. The basic intent of this activity and
the numerous discussions with the applicant which form part of it,
is to determine if the nuclear consultant and the applicant have adequately declared their intention to comply fully with Canadian nuclear power
station safety principles and practice. Following issuance of a Construction Licence, construction at the site gets underway and detailed
design of the project, moves ahead.
The detailed design activity is monitored closely by the Project
Officer and his associates to ensure compliance with the commitments
made in the Preliminary Safety Report and reflected in the Construction
Licence. Particular design areas are studied in depth; the nuclear
process and safety systems being the more obvious of these.
When construction work at the site reaches the stage where nuclear
equipment is being installed, the Project Officer relocates to the site
area and establishes an on-site office. He thus becomes a resident
AECB representative.
During his residency at the site, the Project Officer observes the
construction and installation work close-in, and so is able to check
for conformance with licensing requirements. In addition, the resident
officer continues personally to review and to co-ordinate the review of
the documentation which flows from the licensee, relating to specific
equipment design details, staff organization, station operation and
various other topics.
This compliance checking and auditing by the resident officer
continues through to commissioning, reactor startup and early operation
of the station. The issuance of an Operating Licence to the station
owner depends in large measure on the detailed conclusions of the onsite Project Officer and his associates, as well as the adequacy and
acceptability of the final version of the Station Safety Report and ;
other documents.

-5Moving to my second question; if the subject is nuclear power
stations, the importance of quality assurance, as I have defined it,
is obvious. Moreover, this importance bears on production reliability and not just safety alone. For a nuclear power station,
the overall "job" which has to be "done properly" is the complete
station. When one consider
the very many constituent "jobs" ranging from initial design of the station and its components through to
final operation and maintenance of the completed facility, it's very
evident that quality assurance touches on practically every activity
and action associated with the complete station.
My third question had to do with heated debate over quality '
assurance. There is sometimes quite strong disagreement between people
as to how the philosophy and principles of quality assurance should be
implemented. Some would argue, for example, that current quality'
assurance concepts may well lead to meaningless and counter-productive
accumulations of paper. There is some foundation to this contention.
Numerous other precepts and practices are presently in dispute. To
unravel these assertions and counter-assertions will be challenging
but there is no alternative; it must be done. On this particular
note, let me make clear the position of the Atomic Energy Control Board
regarding nuclear power station quality assurance. It is our firm conviction that nuclear power station quality, and the assurance thereof,
is vital to the safety of these plants. Anything less than a full and
complete commitment by designers, manufacturers, constructors and
operators to the quality, and assurance of quality, of the components,
systems, structures and administrative activities on which the nuclear
safety of these plants depends is clearly unacceptable. You in industry cannot afford a half-hearted or divided approach to quality and
neither can the public whose health and safety interests the AECB
represents.
In my opening statement I made the point that the notion of nuclear
power station quality assurance is not new. You in industry have
necessarily been practising it in your own ways as a normal and traditional part of conducting your business. We of the staff of the Atomic
Energy Control Board are also no strangers to the activity. Indeed as
we examine, in a quality assurance frame of mind, the normal work we
do in the Nuclear Plant Licensing Directorate it is apparent that a great
deal of it is of a quality assurance nature although none of it has ever
been labelled that way..
To help you understand better the attitude of the Atomic Energy
Control Board to nuclear power station quality assurance, I would like
to review briefly some of the typical work and activities of the Nuclear
Plant Licensing Directorate which lead to the granting of a station
operating licence.
Each of the various activities associated with a nuclear power
station comes under AECB scrutiny. To consider and evaluate certain
of these activities, the AECB enlists the cooperation and assistance of
various provincial and federal government agencies. Those activities,
which are considered to be more important to safety than others are
examined in-depth,while other, less significant activities are audited.

-6Throughout the whole period of his residency at the site, the
Project Officer maintains close liaison with AECB staff at Mead
Office, by means of visits and telecommunication. As I noted earlier,
the Project Officer is provided with technical support from Head
Office as required.
Once the station settles down to routine, mature operation, past
practice has been to close the on-site AECB office and have the Project Officer return to the Head Office. This practice could well
change for large, multi-unit stations. With these plants, the decision
may be taken to maintain the on-site AECB office on a more permanent
basis.
At the present time, however, once an on-site office has been
closed, routine compliance checking of the operating station is carried
out by a non-resident Project Officer located at Head Office. This
checking continues for the life of the station and involves regular,
short-term visits to the facility where discussions are held with the
operating staff and the operating logs are examined. Checking is also
conducted by means of regular operating "and related reports filed by
the licensee with the AECB Head Office.
This general licensing and compliance checking practice in many
essential respects has been followed since the late 1950's when the
first .university research reactors were licensed. The Atomic Energy
Control Board's commitment to "making sure the job is done properly"
is a long-standing one.
Since we at the AECB and you in the nuclear industry are experienced practitioners of quality assurance, one might reasonably wonder
why changes to our respective practices should be considered. After
all, a high degree of safety and successful electricity production have
been realized so far with CANDU reactor power plant. In our view,
there are very good reasons for making changes.
The nuclear power program in Canada has already entered a period
of expansion. This expansion carries with it an increased challenge
for all of us to continue to do our jobs in an orderly and consistent
fashion. We cannot hope to meet this challenge properly without
rationalizing our approach to quality and quality assurance. Quality
assurance must become more visible, more identifiable; it must become
better organized and better co-ordinated. Quality assurance in individual areas of activity must be conducted according to discrete programs
which should then be integrated into a single overall quality assurance
program so that a complete and coherent quality picture of each new
station emerges.
In order to do this, all existing quality assurance practices must
be identified and come under general review. Once agreement on their
adequacy is achieved, the required practices must be recorded in
reference standards. A good example of progress that has already been
made in this direction is the Canadian Standards Association CSA Z299
series of quality assurance standards covering procurement and manu- .
facture of individual components. More of this kind of effort is needed
in the other areas of activity important to station safety, as well as
production reliability. Further evidence of progress in this area was

-7the formation at the beginning of the year of a Canadian Nuclear Association Sub-committee tentatively designated N286 and charged with the
-task of preparing a standard containing requirements for overall nuclear
power station quality assurance programs.
The Atomic Energy Control Board endorses, and actively supports,
these standards-writing efforts by assigning members of its staff to
each standards committee. Just as the quality assurance standardswriting effort by industry must continue, so also must the preparation
of standards reflecting basic requirements in the many other areas on
which successful application of CANDU reactor technology depends. After
all, if quality assurance is "making sure the job is done properly",
the "job" itself must be properly defined beforehand and a job carried
out in accordance with the requirements of an accepted reference document such as a standard, is more amenable to evaluation than one which
is not.
In I»/ closing remarks I would like to reiterate quite clearly the
position of the Atomic Energy Control Board with respect to multifaceted nuclear power station quality and quality assurance. The overall quality and safety of these stations go hand in hand; the one
characteristic invariably attests to the presence of the other. The
expanding power program makes it absolutely imperative that a complete
and comprehensive body of nuclear power station quality assurance and
other standards be prepared and implemented. To do less would be to
risk licensing delays and possible gaps in our knowledge of the safety
of individual plants. Although I very much doubt it, you may feel
licensing delays might be tolerable. We at the Atomic Energy Control
Board would not appreciate being forced to process a steadily increasing
workload in an unwieldy manner, but most especially we would not be
prepared to entertain an acknowledged possibility of shortcomings so far
as safety is concerned. The good, general standardization effort already
underway by industry is encouraging. It must, however, broaden and
continue, paced to the expanding power program. If this effort falters,
the AECB will have no choice but to move more strongly itself into the
area with more extensive and detailed versions of its Licensing Guides.
You may be sure that AECB staff will be aggressively seeking and re.quiring compliance with quality assurance and other reference.documents
whatever form they take.
With a full and genuine commitment to the spirit and intent of
quality assurance, not only by the performers of detailed tasks, but
also most importantly by senioT management, excellence and safety on
an unprecedented scale can be realized with the burgeoning CANDU reactor program. The decision to achieve excellence and safety by means
of continued consensus standards writing and wholehearted commitment to
quality and quality assurance is yours. I trust that you will make that
decision.
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A Designer's Viewpoint
G.L. Brooks
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
The value to the nuclear power program of an appropriate
Quality Assurance Program is, like motherhood, undisputed. Equally
undisputed, in principle at least, is. that such a Quality Assurance
Program must, if it is to be fully effective, extend from conceptual
design through to and include full commercial operation of a plant.
The designer is, of necessity, intimately involved in the Quality
Assurance Program during the project design phase and, in addition,
properly has a major input to the Quality Control Program covering
all ongoing phases of a project. The reason for this ongoing (beyond
the design phase) involvement is obvious; the designer occupies a key
position in establishing the importance of each plant system, subsystem and component in terms of the effects on plant generation and
safety of malfunctions and failures. Importance as a key factor in
determining the level of Quality Assurance to be applied to a given
system, sub-system, or component must be clearly recognized if a
proper cost/benefit ratio is to be maintained.
Reliability and Maintainability Analysis (R § M) is a major
tool which the designer, in consultation with appropriate people
from other areas, can and should use in determining appropriate
Quality Assurance levels. If a particular component's failure would
not significantly affect plant operation or safety and it can be
repaired or replaced easily and cheaply, then only minimal Quality
Assurance is needed in its design, fabrication, installation, testing,
etc. The ''other side of the coin" is obvious.
What about Quality Assurance vs-a-vs the design process itself? Clearly, it is called for. What is the most appropriate way
to apply Quality Assurance to the design process? This is not an easy
question to answer. Within AECL and other groups involved in the design
of nuclear power plants in Canada, the design process is, following
traditional methods, controlled by, executed by and/or reviewed by
professional engineers. Such review is generally multi-level in nature
and, therefore, inherently provides a very substantial level of Quality
Assurance. One need look no further than Pickering to see ample
evidence of this. Nevertheless, some additional Quality Assurance steps
are likely justifiable on a reasonable cost/benefit basis. The chief
hazards we must strive to -avoid are:
(i)
(ii)

a proliferation of useless "paper";
a diminishing of the recognition of and acceptance of
individual professional responsibility for the work done.

AECL and the other design groups in Canada associated with
nuclear power plants are actively developing appropriate further Quality
Assurance measures to be applied to the design process.

-9QUALITY AND ASSURANCE OF QUALITY
OF NUCLEAR GENERATING STATIONS
by
W.G. Mori son, Ontario Hydro
The Quality of a nuclear generating station is
measured by.its safety record and its performance with respect
to reliability and availability.

The development of nuclear power in Canada from its
inception has been dedicated to the assurance of safe operation : .
by a systematic approach involving:

setting safety standards

and requirements/ thorough design and development of multiple
safety systems, extensive analysis of system failure mode and
effect, safety system component testing, overlapping safety
measures, independent reviews and inspection by safety authorities,
in-service testing and inspection and safety system performance
feedback.

Although nuclear safety continues to be a subject

of public discussion the safety record of the nuclear power
industry is excellent and must be maintained.

This overriding

safety philosophy, however, may require the station to be
excessively shutdown, derated, inspected or tested at the
expense of economical performance unless the nuclear and safety
related systems have been engineered to an optimum quality
standard.

-lo-

in addition very large economic penalties result
from inadequate quality in all aspects of the plant which
effect reliability and availability due to increased reserve
requirements, and the high cost of replacement energy.

The achievement of Optimum Quality in a nuclear
station requires a philosophy and a practice in which management,
working professionals, and craft people dedicate themselves to
ensure adequate safety and optimum lifetime product performance.
It is the responsibility of the station owners to establish the
philosophy of "Quality" for the station and to ensure that
practices being used in-all stages of engineering (development,,
design, manufacture, construction and commissioning) are
consistent with this philosophy. ' The structure of the organization and the assigned responsibilities are important factors •
in the successful achievement of Quality.

Within Ontario Hydro Quality Engineering of generation
stations involves:

utilization of personnel with appropriate

qualifications, experience and skills; the understanding and
documentation of requirements, conditions assumptions and
considerations; the application of standards, codes and procedures;
the utilization of effective material control and inspection
systems, and in the selective application of Reliability and

-n-

Maintainabiliby Engineering. Techniques and Tasks; and in the
effective integration and management of many disciplines at
each stage of the engineering process. Project Groups dedicated
to.each project are:.responsible for Quality Engineering.

... » .

In Ontario Hydro Assurance of Engineered Quality of
generating stations involves:

the development and maintenance

of. appropriately qualified staff; the.clear specification of

-, ; '

requirements; the development, maintenance and the imposition
of standards and codes? the verification of Engineered Quality
by systematic Design, Construction and Commissioning Reviews by
experienced staff who are drawn from a variety of disciplines and who are generally not directly involved in project engineering.
Within Ontario Hydro Departments-organized by discipline-are i-<H->h'r
responsible for setting specifications and for Assurance of
Engineered Quality.

::..•

:

The effective implementation of the above philosophy,

and practice constitutes Ontario Hydro's Quality Assurance
Program for nuclear generation.
the entire organization.

We stress "Quality" throughout

The goal of safe, reliable nuclear

stations cannot be achieved by designating a few of the staff
as the QA department 'responsible for the Quality Assurance and
expecting the-product to. meet requirements.

Quality is. .

-r|;;,'.'7'j.

achieved by competent, dedicated people who excel at workmanship' ^;and who can take pride in the performance of the product of their •
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efforts.

A certain amount of verification is necessary but

the goal should be to minimize the paper work and the inspection
after the work is done..

Good engineering practice can produce a quality
product with the minimum of verification in a large well
integrated engineering organization.

This involves setting

and documenting clear objectives and requirements and in
clearly defining responsibilities not only to do the work but
to see that others are involved or informed as appropriate.
The application of Reliability and Maintainability techniques
in a flexible manner, - concentrating on the important and
needed areas, is a powerful tool which can assist the designer
in detecting weaknesses.

We make certain R&M techniques

mandatory and assign the responsibility to the designer to apply
further tasks as he sees the need, - in the same manner that he
may select other analytical tools in the design process.

We

are now applying this R and M program in procurement of major
equipment in a flexible manner compatible with the suppliers
organization.

Effective performance feedback systems are needed to
provide designers, component suppliers and operators with
information which can be used to determine weaknesses and to
improve performance on existing and future stations.

We are

developing systems to improve our feedback system but have some
way to go in this area.

-13QUALITY ASSURANCE
THE MANUFACTURER'S POINT OF VIEW
C M . HOVEY, BRISTOL AEROSPACE

The purpose of Quality Assurance is the prevention or early
detection and correction of non-conformities in products which the
manufacturer sells to his customer.
The consequences of undetected non-conformance vary from being insignificant, as exemplified by an incorrectly shaped paper clip, to
catastrophic, in which case loss of life, destruction of capital
installation, cutting off of essential services, or irreparable damage
to the environment may result.
The level of Quality Assurance should be directly related to the
consequences of product non-conformance. The four levels of quality
defined by the new CSA Quality Program Standards create a choice of
Standards for different components and thus tend to avoid overspecifying requirements for less critical products.
There may be a tendency for some manufacturers to attempt to set
up systems which meet the most stringent requirements of Z299.1 thus
qualifying them to bid on the full range of products covered by the
four standards. This could be a costly mistake.
The setting up of an organizational structure and staff with the
necessary procedures to implement such a system is no small task.
Further, the system will not function properly until everyone from the
President down is conversant with the philosophy of this program and
aware and knowledgeable of his own responsibilities within it.
Once this has been achieved it becomes very difficult to back off
and economically meet the lesser requirements of the lower tier
standards. It is an established fact that manufacturers who have
sophisticated and effective Quality Assurance programs tend to be uncompetitive when bidding on components which do not require the highest
quality levels.
A manufacturer who intends to become qualified to the new series
of standards should therefore be careful in selecting the particular
standard which is most appropriate to his line of products.
From the manufacturers' point of view, the cost of quality must be
minimized to a level which is appropriate to the product being
supplied. However, a good Quality Assurance program can substantially
lower manufacturing costs by detecting non-conformance early in the
production process, in some cases even before production begins. For
this reason, it frequently! happens that the manufacturer wili exceed
the customer's requirements in certain areas of Quality Assurance in
order to eliminate further processing of items which in his experience,
may become discrepant early in the manufacturing cycle.
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From the manufacturers' point of view a Quality Assurance
program has important advantages, which can be summarized very
briefly in a single statement. It gives him a high degree of
confidence that the products he supplies are correct and will meet the
customer's specification and performance requirements.
It also provides a history of documented objective evidence of
all the important characteristics of the product, starting with raw
material and progressing through all. manufacturing operations, special
processes and dimensional inspection.
This evidence gives the customer confidence in the product, which
is again of advantage to the supplier.
Further, the quality documentation becomes a data bank of useful
information with respect to safety and reliability.
Reliability and maintainability are largely matters of design and
are not related to Quality Assurance unless, of course, Quality
Assurance has permitted non-conforming parts to be shipped. These
two items are very much dependent upon the designer's skills and these
in turn are only developed to an adequate degree by feedback of information from the users which can be used to modify or correct the design
of the offending part.
It may be of interest to note that perhaps the most comprehensive
RÇM programs in current use are those practised by the aircraft industry. All major airlines and airforces maintain a complete history
of unserviceabilities in all components and derive from this the overhaul or replacement frequency of every part.
The information is also fed back to an engineering cognizance
group who utilize it to modify or correct design deficiencies in the
equipment.
In the aircraft industry this activity leads to positive improvements in a relatively short period of time because of the fact that
aircraft components are designed to low reserve factors in order to
save weight, many of which, consequently, have relatively short lives.
The problem is much more difficult in the nuclear field because in
this instance designs are based on long life and consequently those
statistics which are useful to the designer in improving reliability
and maintainability are developed very slowly.
This work is of extreme importance and it is worthy to note that
the CNA Technology and RÇM Committees have been active in the field of
RÇM and are contributing to the development of standards in this area.
There is one other comment with respect to the new series of four
CSA quality documents which can be made. From the manufacturers' point
of view a multiplicity of specifications of the same kind increases the
costs of production and is undesirable for other obvious reasons as well.
It is to be hoped that the nuclear industry as a whole in Canada will '
eventually adopt one series of quality specifications thereby minimizing
the problems created by having to meet somewhat different requirements
for each and every customer.
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MR. J. P. RENY
DIRECTOR, MACHINERY BRANCH
DEPARTMENT OP INDUSTRY, TRADE & COMMERCE

MANUFACTURING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
CANADIAN "CANDU" AND HEAVY WATER PROGRAMS

-16IHTRODUCTION
I welcome this opportunity to talk to you about the manufacturing
opportunities that come out of the CANDU program.

As many of you may know,

the Department of Industry, Trade & Commerce has recently completed a study
of tha nuclear industry, jointly with AECL & EM&R in the light of the new
demands that are'emerging.

As a result, today I would like to outline what

we see in the way of opportunities for Canadian industry to participate to the
fullest extent possible in the CANDU program, and, at the same time, indicate'
what we think Canadian industry might do, or might have to do, in order to
be able to take advantage of these opportunities.

I am hopeful that my

remarks will provide some encouragement to those companies that are already
involved in the nuclear area and are considering major expansions and, at
the same time, may dispel

reservations that other companies may have with

regard to the advantages of going into the nuclear business.
I would like to start with an outline of how we see

the nuclear

business in terms of the size of the market, the technical complexities
involved and the unusual marketing situations that prevail.

Next, I will

talk about the types of components and products that are involved and the
kinds of facilities needed to produce them.

I will then discuss the invest-

ments that appear to be required for industry to increase its capacity and
»

upgrade its capability to meet nuclear requirements.
If I were to characterize the nuclear business in a few words, I
would say that it is big, it is demanding, it is concentrated, it is important
and, even though it has an element of risk, it should be very rewarding and
profitable.
The market is big because it involves over the next ten years the
construction of more than 1+0 nuclear reactors in Canada with an estimated

-17value of S5 "billion in terms of machinery and equipment for the NSSS and
the PGS.

In addition, we can- expect about §1 "billion of equipment for

exports and another billion dollars for heavy water plants.

This means

a total estimated market of S, billion over ten years or $700 million per
year at today's prices.
If this "economic pie" is divided amongst 100 companies, it
represents, on the average, $7 million per year, per company.

Even if

it were divided amongst 1000 companies, it would.still be fairly good
business.

It should be realized that the large contracts would go.to

relatively few companies.

The study, for instance, identified some

60 suppliers of major components.

However, it should also be noted that

most of the major contractors will need to let sub-contracts of substantial
size.

Eventually, the economic benefits of the CANDÏÏ program could very

well extend to a thousand companies or more.

It is also interesting to

note that this figure of $700 million of annual nuclear equipment business
is twice as large as the current annual production of conventional power
plant equipment and also corresponds to approximately 20% of the annual
Canadian production of all industrial machinery.
Looking at it another way, Canadian industry recently has supplied
the equivalent of about one reactor per year.

It is now facing a demand of

about l; reactors per year and in some years may be called upon to supply up
to six.

With present facilities, we estimate that the industry can supply

between 2 to 3 reactors per year.
I have also said that the nuclear business was demanding.

This

stems primarily from the extreme precautions that are taken against any
possible hazard due to radiation or other nuclear accident.

There is also

the fact that the heavy water circulating in the. system is so expensive that,
it justifies the taking of very stringent and costly measures to avoid any
leakage.

"

.

-18In order to meet these requirements, Canadian manufacturers
must

work

to extremely close tolerances, must he able to handle exotic'

and difficult materials and must exercise a level of Quality Control which,
in some instances

is on a par with, and may even exceed, that required in

the aerospace industry.

For example, the material used in each individual

nuclear component and all the work done on it must he traceable to the
original ingot.

Our recent survey of the industry has indicated that, on

the average, 20% of the cost of nuclear components goes toward quality
control, as compared to about $% for conventional machinery products.
added quality control costs are accounted for by such things aB:

The

(a) the

purchase and use of precise and sophisticated testing and inspection
equipment;

(b) special training for engineers, technicians and highly

skilled production workers;

(c) the development and upgrading of quality

control manuals and procedures;

(d) close control and monitoring of work

done by sub-suppliers; and (e) the large amount of rework which is required
to maintain nuclear standards.
In addition, the large size of Borne nuclear assemblies poses a
problem in itself.

Some assemblies which, in the past, were put together

on site, now are built in the factory.

These are unusually large, difficult

to handle and test, and in some cases can only be shipped by water. Moreover,
some of the new designs call for pieces of equipment that cannot be accommodated
in present factory installations.
Another word I used to characterize the nuolear business is that
it is "concentrated".

33y that I mean that the demand is concentrated in

the hands of AECL and a few purchasers - the provincial.utilities.

For

the individual company this meanB a marketing approach quite different from
the UBual.

It means that you must be prepared to satisfy the customer

regarding your capabilities even before the quotation stage and expect very
cloBe supervision while the work is in progress.

On the other hand, you are

-19dealing with an informed and technically proficient client who has an interest
in helping you to' overcome problems you might encounter.

In addition, the

utilities and AECL have a strong desire to source as much of their requirements
as possible in Canada.

To this end, I should point out that representatives

from provincial utilities and AECL will be on hand this afternoon for
individual discussion with you regarding their future needs and the opportunities
available to you.
In addition to the primary demand which originates with the utilities,
there is, of course, the secondary demand which is represented by the large amount
of sub-contract work available from the suppliers of the major pieces of equipment.

For this reason, smaller companies that are interested in this sub-contract

work could find it advantageous to talk not only to the utilities, but also
to some of the prime equipment contractors.
When I said that the nuclear business was important, I was not only
referring to its obvious importance in terms of meeting the future energy
needs of the country, but also to its importance to the manufacturing
industry.

How often have we heard it said that the Canadian industry would not

have any real problem if only it had a large enough market.

Here we have

a big enough domestic demand to sustain, by itself, a strong manufacturing
sector in a high technology area.

CAHDU is a new area of sophistication and

high technology which can raise the technological competence of Canadian
industry to unprecedented levels.

If this technology is widely disseminated

throughout industry through optimum participation in the nuclear construction
program, it will provide added benefits in terms of international competitiveness
in both nuclear and other product areas.
Because of the intermittent demand to date, coupled with the. evolving nature

-20of the componentry and technology, the nuclear business in the past has not
always been all that profitable. However, indications now are that the
demand for nuclear components will be continuous and much larger, and the
trend is towards greater standardization.

This should provide a broad enough

base to enable Canadian industry to obtain a level of profit that should
justify the heavy investments that are needed.

SPECIFIC MANUFACTURING OPPORTUNITIES
In my earlier remarks I discussed the size of the nuclear market
on an overall basis.

I would now like to talk about specific opportunities

for particular kinds or types of equipment.

First, I want to acknowledge

the assistance we have had from a number of people in putting together
information about nuclear components.

This includes information obtained from

manufacturers of equipment, many of whom are here today.

It also includes

AECL people, in particular Mr. W. S. Philip, who have been very generous and
patient in providing us with details regarding the NSSS equipment which they
specify, and the facilities required to meet their technical requirements.

We

also owe a particular debt of gratitude to Mr. J. D. Wilson of Ontario Hydro for
his cooperation in providing details of their procurement requirements and.
procedures.
In the time available today, I cannot give a detailed account of
every nut and bolt that goes into a nuclear station.

I will, therefore, try

to confine my remarks to just the major pieces of equipment, with some
indication of the volume of business that is foreseen in each. case.
For the purpose of this discussion, I thought I would talk in
terms of the cost components of the 600MW CANDU reactor.

The cost of all

equipment, materials and services on a 600 W unit is in the order of $3iï0
million, in 197U dollars.

This covers such items as building materials,

heavy water and fuel, engineering

design

and

construction

-21commissioning and equipment.

Of the $3^0 million total, $115 million

represents the cost of equipment and, of that, $£5 million is for the nuclear
steam supply system and $60 million for the more conventional power generation
system.

MSSS EQUIPMENT
Of the §55 million of equipment that goes into the NSSS, about
1/3 consists of specialized items manufactured to.AECL designs and, while the
remainder is somewhat more conventional in design, it still calls for the
rigid "nuclear" quality assurance requirements.
The major components involved in the NSSS can be divided into five
broad groups:

the reactor, the primary heat transport system, the fuel handling

system, the moderator circulation system, and auxiliary systems.
The reactor vessel assembly in total represents a value of about
813 million.

Its major component parts are the calandria, fuel channel

assemblies, end fittings and reactivity control mechanisms.

The calandria

itself is, of course, a massive structure which would be assembled in one
plant and several suppliers may be involved in making the components.

For

each calandria there are 38O fuel channel assemblies, 7^0 end fittings, and
21 reactivity control mechanisms, which together add up to about $6 million.
The primary heat transfer system is comprised mainly of l\ steam
generators, valued at approximately SU.Jj million, and 1+ heat transport pumps
worth another $!+.£ million.

There are also, a number of smaller pumps, oon-

densers, and heat exchangers which together add another $10 million to the
package.

The steam generators and heat transport pumps used in the

600 MW reactor are within the capabilities of Canadian industry.

However,

we understand that some of the larger reactors contemplated by Ontario Hydro
will utilize equipment that is so large that present Canadian facilities may
not be able to handle them.

-22One of the unique features of the CANDU reactor is on-power fuelling.
In competing designs, the reactor must he shut down in order to replace fuel
elements.

This, of course, means that the Canadian approach requires very

sophisticated equipment.

The two fuelling machines required for one 600 Mtf

reactor, plus the a\uciliary equipment, cost approximately $6 million.

While

it is widely known that only two companies at present manufacture
fuelling
components.

machines

they depend on sub-contractors for many of their •

These components include such things as:

carriage drives, ram

tubes, ball screws, control and relief valves.
The moderator circulation system consists in the main of 2 - 1000
h.p. pumps and two heat exchangers, together with tanks, ion exchangers and
other small parts, for a total value of $2 million.

There are other auxiliary

systems which are comprised mostly of pumps, valves, heat exchangers and piping
which add up to a further §3 million.
While I have tried to Bpeak in terms of major components, I realize
that this is not the complete picture. What we have in a nuclear reactor is,
in essence, two closed loops of circulating liquids, which require a large
number of assorted pumps and valves and massive quantities of piping and other
fabrications.

For instance, "the system includes over $7 million of seamless

tubing, $1 million of misc. heat exchangers, and $l-l/2 million of valves.
As in all power plants, equipment control is of great importance
and sophistication.

In a nuclear plant it becomes more so since operators do

not have access to hazardous areas of the reactor building during operation.
As a result, the cost of instruments and control for a NSSS exceeds $6 million.

PGS COMPONENTS
With regard to the conventional part of the power plant, the
equipment required does not present the same problems of access as is the
case for the NSSS.

Nevertheless, the PGS equipment is also specialized

-23because of the low quality of steam generated by the NSSS.
components of the power generation system include:

The major

the turbine-generator,

condensers, feed water reactors and miscellaneous heat exchangers, pumpB,
valves, and various electrical apparatus such as transformers,- Bwitchgear,
Bmall motors and process control equipment.

In total, these components add

up to about $60 million per reactor.
Almost half of this $60 million goes into the turbo-generator set
and its related condensing and feed -water heating systems.

There are

relatively few prime contractors for this equipment; however, the amount of
business available on a sub-contract basis could be substantial.

Most other

items of machinery and electrical apparatus in this part of the nuclear plant
are standard products which represent a business that is available to a wide
range of existing manufacturers.
V/hile I have mentioned some of the individual pieces of equipment
that go into a single 600 MM reactor, it should be remembered that there is
a potential demand of about I4.O reactors in Canada over the next ten years.
Most of these 1+0 reactors will be in the 600 - 7i?0 Mtf range, however we understand that Ontario Hydro is now thinking of installing some 1200 MW units.
This means an even larger expenditure per unit than I have indicated.

HEAVY WATER PLANTS
In addition to the nuclear power construction program itself, there
are large manufacturing opportunities arising from, the projected construotion
of ten l|00-ton heavy water plants within the next ten years, at a total estimated
cost of $2 billion.

The construction of a l+OO-ton capacity heavy water production

unit represents a cost of approximately $200 million (in 197U dollars) of which
approximately $30 million is required for engineering services and$llj0 million
consists of various kinds of equipment.

-24Major equipment components for a UOO-ton heavy water unit such
as La Prade include:
-

26 large towers

-

230 pumps in sizes up to 2,i?00 h.p.

-

19 compressors up to 7>000 h.p.

-

l£,000 valves

-

116 heat exchangers

-

l|0 other tanks and vessels

-

3»^00 tons of structural steel, and

-

7»000 tons of pipe, up to 5>2" diameter.

The quality standards for the production of this equipment are
very high due to the containment features required, for the expensive heavy •
water produced and the corrosive nature of the hydrogen sulfide gas uBed as
a catalyst. Nevertheless, most of the equipment falls within existing
Canadian capabilities.

IMPLICATIONS OF CANDU EXPORTS
•While I have "been talking so far about manufacturing opportunities
arising from the domestic nuclear program, it might be helpful at this point
to put some kind of perspective on the additional opportunities that may
develop from export sales of CANDU reactors.
There would appear to be three different kinds of export markets for
CA1IDÏÏ reactors. Pirs_t, there are developing countries with limited financial
resources.

Even though they might need the energy, obviously Cana'da cannot afford

to help them to the extent of providing them with CANDU power plants strictly
on an aid basis. There are also limitations to the number of reactorB we can
sell with EDO financing.

At a cost of some $33>0 million per reactor, Canada

cannot afford very many credit sales - to the exclusion of other export
opportunities. A second market is represented by other developing countries

-25who have adequate capital "but little technology.

Such countries could pursue

a much more independent policy with regard to the purchase of conventional

•

equipment and some specialized CANDU equipment from third countries.
Finally, there may he opportunities to sell CANDUs to certain industrialized
countries not yet committed to a nuclear power technology of their own, such
as Denmark, Norway and Italy.

Such countries could provide the hulk of the

equipment required themselves or purchase it from traditional suppliers. They
are grnerally more interested in license agreements providing for the supply
from Canada of only the essential technology and perhaps certain highly
specialized items of equipment.

There is also the problem of safeguards

which will further restrict the number of countries that can he considered as
potential clients.
While initial orders could include a large amount of Canadian equip- " ;
ment, subsequent installations will most likely involve a decreasing level
of Canadian participation as the purchasing country would gradually add more
and more components from its own resources. Nevertheless, CANDÏÏ component
exports will provide important benefits in helping individual companies to

'

amortize the costs of plant expansions and upgrading of capabilities to meet
nuclear standards as well as filling production gaps, "between orders for the
domestic program.

Such sales could also bring about indirect benefits in

terms of enhancement of the international reputation of Canadian industry a8
a supplier of high technology equipment which would also help to sell other '
equipment.

CAPACITY AND CAPABILITY EXPANSION
Our study has confirmed that the manufacturing opportunities I

J„\,;.

have just outlined cannot all be met with existing capacity and facilities.,,-™ "*£
In fact, it would appear that the nuclear program will require a doubling. Î ,", '- .

J

-26of present capacity.

This may have to be aohieved in a number of ways:

(a) present suppliers may have to increase their facilities through
plant expansion, or the purchase of additional equipment to increase
their output of nuclear components;
(b) other suppliers will have to expand or modify their facilities
to accommodate new designs coming into use;
(c) new entrants into the nuclear field will have to invest in facilities
and equipment to meet nuolear standards;,
(d) present or new suppliera may have to invest in new facilities in
order to take advantage of manufacturing opportunities for products
which heretofore were supplied from foreign sources .
In total, it is estimated that about $200 million of new capital investment
is required to expand production capabilities to meet the manufacturing needs
required by the CANDU program.

On the basis of what individual companies have

told us, about 8100 million has already been committed or is being spent for
this purpose.

This leaves a shortfall of $100 million which it appears the

industry is hesitant to commit because of the large size of the investments
involved compared to the resources available.
I hope that the discussions that are taking place today will serve to
dispel many reservations that some companies may have had with regard to
"opportunities to participate in the nuclear program and' at the same time remove
•"some concerns with regard to the possible risks involved in committing capital
expenditures in this area.
Trade & Commerce, and I am

I can assure you that the Department of Industry,
BUTS

that this holds true as well for AECL and

the utilities, is prepared to do whatever it can to assist industry to
participate to the fullest' extent possible in the CANDU power program.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR MANUFACTURERS
IN NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION
J. D. Wilson, Ontario Hydro

Introduction

Supplying goods and services for the nuclear power
industry has not been an easy task for industry in the past. .
A number of factors contributed to this situation including
an uneven demand, developing technology, changing designs and.
quality standards.

With the maturity of the Candu system and the
announced long term plans of the utilities and AECL for power
generation, manufacturers should be in a much better position
to plan with some confidence for the future.

In fact, some

concern exists that the manufacturing sector of the economy
will not move quickly enough to install sufficient floor space
and machine tools to take advantage of the expanding market.
Where the difficulty lies is in accurately pinpointing the'
timing of such additions.

Also, the Canadian industrial

economy is maturing and growing to an extent that certain
items, previously imported, can now be viably manufactured
in Canada.
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The intent of this paper is to outline Ontario
Hydro's future nuclear power generation program, the requirements for materials and equipment resulting from this
program, and to indicate where a perceived need for additional Canadian participation exists. Also, Ontario Hydro's
philosophy as regards assisting industrial development for
the nuclear industry is outlined.

It should be noted that

the future stations, while forming the long range planning
are subject to various constraints, pressures and government
approvals which may affect the dates indicated on the accompanying charts.

Future Power Generation Program

The impetus towards a high nuclear power generation
program can be well seen from examining the fuel costs* projection for the future together with a chart entitled
"Equivalent Megawatt Hours", reference Figure 1.

In 1980,

uranium, while constituting approximately 6^% of total fuel
costs will produce some 47% of the total power (not including
hydraulic resources).
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Ontario Hydro has announced its long term power
generation program, originally published in 1974 in a document entitled "Long Range Planning of the Electric Power
System".

This program has been altered somewhat as is to

be expected from any program, and Figure 2 gives the current
power projection based on a nominal 7% growth in electricity
demand.
Obviously many factors will affect the growth of
the electrical power demand including conservation measures,
a switch from traditional energy sources, the state of the
economy, etc.

Hence, to attempt to be more realistic and

to provide a downward limit for planning purposes, a potential
4% growth pattern has been projected (reference Figure 3) thus
bracketing the most likely events.

Despite the short term

growth in "demand experienced in 1974, it is expected that in
Canada we will come- close to the 7% pattern over the next
several years.

To aid in the planning process, these programs have
been converted to purchases in Figures 4 and 5 from 1975 to 1982
in constant 1976 dollars.

The sharp peaks and valleys in these
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charts are symptomatic of the large dollar purchases, eg,
turbogenerators, made early in the life of a project.

The magnitude of Ontario Hydro's procurement
patterns can have a direct influence on employment and on
investment in plant and equipment; consequently, industry
must also be cognizant of the magnitude and the extent of
any changes to Ontario Hydro's program (ie, nuclear versus
thermal) at an early date and while this information is
readily available, the suppliers should make it a point
to keep current with changes which inevitably will occur.

Equipment and Material Requirements

It is somewhat difficult to accurately portray
the detailed requirements for the program as outlined,
particularly with the possible permutations involved».
However, the detailed information, for specific segments
of industry, is available directly from Ontario Hydro or
AECL in a variety of forms in considerable detail.

What

is portrayed here is a gross breakdown of the expenditures
anticipated by various categories for a typical 750/850 MW
Candu reactor.
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The total cost of a typical reactor is given
as approximately $365,000,000." This covers such items
as:
- site improvements
- building and structures
- equipment
- electrical power systems
- instrumentation and control
- common processes and service.
Not included are such project expenses as:
- engineering
- inspection
- administration
- interest
- operation and maintenance
- heavy water and commissioning.
In dealing with the equipment sector, historically
the expenditures amount to:
nuclear equipment

15%

conventional equipment

17%

* This estimate is based on Ontario Hydro's practice of a 4 unit
site.
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with Canadian content of the above being approximately
as follows:
nuclear equipment

76%

conventional equipment

71%

A more detailed analysis reveals the following:
Building Structures and Shielding
Reactor Building

$21,000,000

Powerhouse

$19,000,000

Cooling Water Structures

$ 7,250,000

Service Building

$ 8,500,000

Vacuum Building and Ducts

$ 5,200,000

Water,Treatment

$

740,000

Standby Generators

$

72,000

Miscellaneous

$ 1,170,000

Total

$62,932,000

Reactors - Boilers and Auxiliaries
Reactor System

$ 2,400,000

Moderator System

$ 3,100,000

Heat Transport System

$29,300,000

Auxiliary System

$

Fuel Handling System

$ 6,600,000

Main Steam System

$ 3,300,000

Total

$45,200,000

500,000
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Conventional Systems
Turbine Generators

$61,000,000

Condensing System

$ 5,400,000

Feedwater System

$ 7,200,000

Drain System

$

Total

$73,840,000

240,000

Electrical Power Systems
Instrumentation

$20,000,000

Main Power

$ 2,850,000

Transformation

$

Distribution

$ 2,700,000

Direct Current Power .

$

Lighting and Services

$ 1,650,000

Cable and Conduit

$ 6,500,000

Electrical Auxiliary System

$

Total

$35,460,000

790,000

460,000

510,000

Common Processes and Services
Ancilliary.Services

$ 1,000,000

Water System

$ 6,400,000

Heating and Ventilation

$ 3,300,000

Misc.Common System

$ 3,500,000

Gas and Vacuum Services

$ 1,300,000

Material Handling and
Maintenance

$ 1,500,000

Miscellaneous Equipment

$ 3,700,000

Waste Management

$

Total

$20,900,000

200,000
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It should be noted that the figures are based
on Ontario Hydro's approach of awarding a contract for
4 reactors at one time, thus accruing the benefits of
scale and of combined common systems. The figures reflect
a combined total for construction labour costs and materials.

Imported Items

An estimate of some critical items which are
currently imported is given below.

It is difficult to

portray this accurately since a component, such as a pump,
which may be manufactured in Canada, could well have imported
castings and forgings.

Nickel Alloy Sheet and Tube

$ 4,500,000

Seamless Pipe and Tubing

$ 3,100,000

Valves and Special Products

$ 2,500,000

Forgings and Castings

$ 2,100,000

Plate

$ 1,800,000

Zirconium

$ 1,700,000

Pipe Fittings

$ 1,100,000

Shielding Balls

$

300,000

Heavy Water Upgrading

$

300,000

Total

$17,400,000
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Opportunltles, for Manufacturers

The following are areas of concern to Ontario
Hydro and presumably to AECL as well.

This concern stems

either from insufficient competition or from the reliance
for critical components upon a foreign source.

In addition,

there are indications that a potential market exists or
will exist shortly to rnake the manufacture of the components
not previously made in Canada, economically viable.

It is worth noting, at this point, one of the
basic differences between the Candu system and the
Pressurized Water System used in the United States that
is at once an advantage and a disadvantage.

Due to the

differences in water chemistry, operating temperatures
and pressures, the Candu system can use carbon steel in
many locations where stainless is employed in the PWR/BWR.
System.

While this should result in lower costs and wider

availability, in practice, problems have arisen since the
same quality standards are demanded from both material
types.

The larger U.S. and world market

has

resulted in the development of many suppliers of forgings,
castings, pipe, etc, in stainless "steel. The suppliers
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of high quality carbon steel are relatively few and it
has taken considerable effort to upgrade existing suppliers
to meet the nuclear codes.

Areas of Concern or Potentiality
- nuclear quality carbon steel pipe and fittings
- nuclear quality castings and forgings
- high quality specialized valves of all types
- steam generators
- small nuclear code heat exchangers
- shielding balls
- elastomeric seals
- specialized instrumentation
- nickel alloy sheet (.010" - .1014")
- nickel alloy tubing
- ball screws •
- plate carbon steel and stainless steel
- zirconium
- heavy water upgrading (specialized components)
The above are only specific components, readily
identifiable to the utility and of a critical nature in
terms of security of supply or future market potential.
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There are most certainly other areas which our primary
and secondary suppliers could identify as opportunities
inherent in our program,

Ideally, we would like suppliers to perceive the
market, decide that the investment would be profitable,
and to build the necessary plant and install the necessary
equipment.

We also know that this is not likely to happen

except in very obvious situations or where additional markets
are readily available.

An enlightened corporation must then

look towards assisting the manufacturing sector to make the
needed investment.

An Approach to Industrial Development
Ontario Hydro perceives the need to promote
industrial development as regards meeting the needs qf
the nuclear power industry.

It is recongnized that-this

area of endeavour is unique in terms of technology, long
term commitments and financial risk.

However, it is of

vital long term importance, not only to Ontario Hydro but
to Canada at large, to have a viable manufacturing sector
to meet the energy demands of a growing industrial economy.
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Having stated the above, it must also be
understood that the utility takes a rather pragmatic
attitude in striving toward the Utopia of having at
least three qualified domestic suppliers for each of our
needs.

Prior to the introduction of the first large
4-unit thermal power station, ie, Lambton G.S. in 1965,
the process of industrial development associated and
Ontario Hydro's activities had been realtively innocuous,
following the line of natural development.

However,

with Lambton 1-4, Pickering 1-4 and Nanticoke 1-4, the
pattern needed to change dramatically.

A large, sophisticated

and relatively specialized industrial sector was required
to furnish the requisite equipment.

Such an industry existed

only in an embryonic state in the mid I9601s.

Ontario Hydro's

demands necessitated a rapid industrial growth and the
procurement "off shore" of certain critical items until a
domestic capability had been provided.

. The following generalized criteria were formulated
in attempting to promote industry to serve our needs:
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a)

Before encouraging the establishment of a domestic
source, the market, based on Ontario Hydro's needs
alone, must be seen to be commercially viable.

b)

Once established, we would not encourage the establishment of a competing operation unless the market was
deemed sufficient to so do.

At the same time, if any

other domestic supplier through self-initiative decided
the market was viable and established the necessary
facilities and technology, they would be allowed to bid.
c)

Once bids are called, only those criteria so stated
in the tender documents would be used in evaluation.
There would be no unknown parameters and hence, suppliers
can and should bid with confidence.

d)

A bid list to ensure at least 3 acceptable tenders is
sought, giving prime consideration to Canadian suppliers
of proven capability.

e)

Potentially qualified Canadian manufacturers (depending
on the circumstances) may be added to the lists to
achieve this or to encourage "domestic" supply where
this is currently limited.
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f)

Otherwise only qualified manufacturers (addressed
through their agents where necessary) appear on the
lists.

Qualification should take place well before

bids are called and requires evidence of technical
capability, substantial market participation, satisfactory operating experience, adequacy of quality and
progress control, financial responsibility, ease of
communication, availability of service, etc, for the
specific item in question.
g)

Bidders' lists may be expanded beyond the minimum (a) to make it likely that three bids will actually
be received.
(b) to permit all qualified Canadian manufacturers
(depending on the circumstances) to submit tenders.

h)

Foreign manufacturers are normally on the bid list of
Ontario Hydro if there is a discernible weakness in the
Canadian supply scene such as :
(i)

the item cannot be obtained satisfactorily
from a Canadian sourse. (eg, "not available",
or "extended delivery".)

(ii)

there is inadequate competition (eg, to exercise
price discipline on domestic manufacturers). It
should be borne in mind that part of Ontario Hydro's
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mandate is to generate power at the lowest
feasible cost,
(iii)

the foreign manufacturer can offer an item
technologically superior to that available
from Canadian sources,

(iv)

the fore

n manufacturer is established as a

fully satisfactory supplier of the item in
question, as proven in Ontario Hydro service.
The above list the formal criteria employed in situations
where it is possible to promote suppliers through the
competitive bidding apparatus.

In addition to the above,

recognition of the unique aspects of the Candu system led
to the direct encouragement of certain areas.

This was

particularly true at the point in time where the risk was
significant and where the market consisted of only one
customer.

Included in this category are such items as:
- the establishment of a clean room for the
assembly of steam generators
- a test loop for large pumps
- a unique test facility for fuel handling
components
- an assembly facility for nuclear reactprs
- a tube mill for the manufacture of Pressure
Tubes
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In addition to some of the specifics mentioned above,
there has been a general upgrading of quality standards
brought about by the introduction of QA20 and QA21.
It should be noted that shortly Ontario Hydro will be
adopting CSA standards in this regard, which are national
in scope.

Hence, those firms who have complied in this

respect should be in a favourable competitive position
for other forms of business.

Ontario Hydro's approach to Industrial Development
including the above aspects may be codified as follows:
1)

Analysis of need for critical items in terms of
quality or quantity.

2)

Analysis of the Canadian supply picture in terms of
capability and resources.

3)

Projection of Ontario Hydro's needs into the future
and the interrelation of other utilities and projects.

4)

Identification of areas where security of supply is
not acceptable or where an opportunity exists for
Canadian participants in areas not adequately served.

5)

Correlation with AECL and other governmental agencies
to determine overall needs and consideration.
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6)

Information transfer-to industry, eg, Industry
Seminars, meeting with industrial associations
and suppliers.

7)

Formulation of specific programs to ensure our needs
are met.

8)

Implementation.

9)

Feedback and evaluation.

Conclusion
The programs announced by Ontario Hydro in the
field of power generation will, in the next several years,
be translated into approximately 6000 man years of direct
labour and some 3900 man years of indirect labour annually.
These jobs are of a relatively high skill level requiring
long periods of training and/or education.

Industry cannot

be expected to provide the people and facilities by operating
in the dark.

Ontario Hydro is willing to assist, if only

by the dissemination of knowledge, in order"to promote the
logical growth of industry in Canada to meet the needs
of future power generation.
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THE MANUFACTURING OF COMPONENTS FOR THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
John Fogarty, Director,
Donlee Manufacturing Industries Limited

The following remarks are presented to draw out in some fashion exactly
what it has meant for a company of limited size like Donlee Nuclear to
have participated in the maturing process of Canada's nuclear program.. .
Formal introductions might take first priority. Donlee Nuclear operates
as a division of Donlee Manufacturing Industries Limited, a 100% publicly owned Canadian company.
Donlee Nuclear's role in the nuclear industry is the machining and
assembly of end fittings and related parts.
While Donlee Nuclear does perform non-nuclear contracts for industrial
applications such as the precision machining exterior and interior of
long tubes, its equipment, facilities and plant personnel have been
organized primarily to fulfill these unique nuclear needs.
Donlee Nuclear will be discussed in this paper in terms of five broad
categories, which should enable an intimate glimpse of what the company
is all about. The relevant areas for discussion: (1) Donlee's Product
Profile in the Nuclear Industry, that is, where the company fits into
the mosaic of producers and suppliers which work to provide the pieces
for Canada's nuclear hardware. Also (2) since this is illustrative of
many companies active in the nuclear field, History of Donlee's Involvement in the industry, and following th-^t (3) detailed examination of
Plant Operations. Following this will be the hear-, of the report (4) a
review of Management/Production Topics and latterly (5) some thoughts on
the Nuclear Future in Canada. This last topic, without doubt, is uppermost in the minds of all people associated with the industry.
PRODUCT PROFILE
Donlee's contribution to the nuclear industry consists of stainless steel
tubes and housings, which in the language of nuclear technology are known,
as end fittings.
The straightforward tubular appearance of end fittings is deceptive. Like
all the physical parts which fit together to form a modern nuclear power
plant, a completed end fitting must satisry a supremely delicate symmetry.
Certainly to the people at Donlee, they represent a triumph of sophisticated modern design, engineering and production. It may be worthwhile to
briefly sketch the functions which end fittings perform in the nuclear installations. Each fuel channel in a Candu reactor is equipped with two
end fittings. One of these admits heavy water coolant into the fuel chamber,
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water is then taken out of the other end to a heat boiler, where heat is
released to ordinary water, producing steam. End fittings also house
the fuel channel closure plugs, which when removed, allow the fueling
machine to load and unload.
The rotund face of a typical reactor might hold 400 or more end fittings
as vessels for reactive fuel. All mechanized installations rely of course
on the smooth interworking of their parts; the greater the complexity of
the installation, the more intricate are the demands placed on components.
Materials handling and packaging is a constant concern from the time the
transition begins in our plant from a forging to a completely machined end
fitting, right up to delivery and installation at the reactor site. Despite their imposing size, weight and inherent strength, end fittings are
treated with the gentleness of a Ming vase.
End fittings have always been a somewhat prestigious element in the Candu
reactor, as the members of the Canadian Nuclear Association are well
aware, since their utilization has been a structural feature which among
others sets the Candu apart from other international nuclear reactors.
The presence of compartmentalized fuel channels affords a flexibility of
capacity and a general design wisdom which has done much to endear the
Candu to nations shopping in the world nuclear market.
HISTORY OF DONLEE'S INVOLVEMENT
How did Donlee Industries come to get involved in the nuclear program?.
There have been times that this same question has been asked during the
past decade in the board room, accompanied by much executive soul searching about the future of the industry. Of late we have been too busy to
indulge in such commiserations which is certainly a more pleasant state
of affairs.
The history relates back to the Second World War, when the founding
senior officers of Donlee Industries were involved in a manufacturing
operation in Sorel, Quebec which handled extrusion work on artillery
and naval guns. Some years later in 1962 this experience became an asset
when they were awarded a contract by Ontario Hydro to produce these parts.
After the Douglas Point contract finished in 1963, a lag period followed
until 1966 when the newly formed Donlee Industries was awarded the contract
to make end fittings for the Government of India. Another contract received
during this period was with Ontario Hydro for its Pickering station, completed in early 1970.
A new period of activity occurred in 1971, when Ontario Hydro placed a
contract for close to 4,000 end fittings for Bruce plus a repeat order
arrived from India for 650 end fittings. Scheduling these orders for production brought Donlee Nuclear about up to current times, and the company
is now devoting its resources to the new series of nuclear reactor orders.
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One doesn't need a marketing degree from the Harvard School of Business
to detect that the curve on the "sales graph" at Donlee Nuclear has been
almost entirely dependent on the acceptance of the Candu reactor over
the years both here and abroad. A steady progression in the capital
investment for plant equipment has taken place at Donlee Nuclear during
the past decade ... so that the company is now equipped to produce a
much greater quantity of end fittings than at any time in the past, with
the ability to meet more rigorous standards of quality control. Having
said that, however, the plant used to produce the first shipment of end
fittings in 1962 is a distant cousin to today's operation. The new
technology that has occurred over these years even in testing equipment
is quite awesome.
PLANT OPERATIONS
Manufacturing operations is at the core of Donlee Nuclear, especially
since marketing of its product is the concern of its effective salesman,
the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. The layout and procedures at Donlee
Nuclear's plant have been tailored to meet the demands of the job at hand.
Since the company performs a distinctive and challenging form of manufacturing, a strong sense of purpose exists at all employee levels which
would not easily be developed for more conventional types of machining.
The plant, 40,000 square feet, is rectangular and openended, with provision for physical expansion as this becomes necessary. The production
machines which make up the plant hardware ... for boring, honing, milling,
drilling and grinding operations ... are both complex and heavy-weight.
Employees number over 100 at Donlee Nuclear, and all but a few are skilled
tradesmen.
Donlee Nuclear, it might be mentioned, has been blessed with low employee
turnover. Many valued plant operators have stayed with the company through
thick and thin since the commencement of the nuclear program in 1962.
Since many of these men have an educational background consisting of technical schools, it might be thought that little interest would exist concerning the overall progress of Canada's nuclear program, or about the
general design of the Candu. Actually the reverse is ture; this may be
the natural instinct of tradesmen to respect sophisticated machinery at work.
In any event the plant personnel in the company's employ have the interest
to stay informed on newspaper news of the Candu program, they do not need
to be told what a sale to a foreign nation means to their work. They're
knowledgeable about just how Donlee Nuclear's product contributes to the
functioning of the Pickering reactors. Their keenness goes beyond thoughts
of job security; on an individual basis they're diligent and conscious of
quality control.
There are other ways that the distinctive character of the nuclear industry has influenced the shape of things at Donlee Nuclear. Our plant
assets stand at about $2.8 million, which by regular standards in industry
is quite high for the size and volume of the company. There is no way
around this condition; large sophisticated machines must be bought to
produce large, sophisticated components.
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A notable feature at Donlee Nuclear is that when the plant is running
at normal capacity a certain number of our machines are deliberately
under-utilized. A machine might work only 30% of plant time, while a
partner machine is going full speed for the full day. While this may
seem inefficient to a fault, it in fact follows a strong logic.
.When nuclear plants are built, the assembly at the construction site
follows a sequence which is as notable for its small allowance for deviation as for its monumental stitching .together of assembly phases into
a timetable. When the calandria has been installed and the schedule
calls for fuel channels, end fittings and pressure tubes have to be at
the site, ready and waiting.
Delays on one piece can hold up the entire jigsaw puzzle. Thus, once
delivery dates have been agreed upon no excuse is large enough to explain
failure to deliver. So to ensure that Donlee can meet its dates without
vulnerability to the normal or freakish occurrences that can shut down
assembly lines, the company has invested in duplicate sets of machinery
for each critical stage of its production cycle.
End fittings enter the plant as 1,000 pound rough forgings with roughly
the same configuration as the finished product. The work-in-process
period covers about 90 days. Donlee Nuclear has currently 350 pieces
under production at one time with a monthly completion rate of about
100 pieces. This ratio (350 to 100) may seem excessive; however, it is
policy to keep work stations at each stage of production stocked with
ample inventory. Otherwise, if a manpower shortage or a tool breakdown
halts assembly along the line, all subsequent machining stages would
soon be dry of supply.
An end fitting assembly is the product of three parts applied to the
forging body: the liner tube, closure seal insert, and bellows attachment ring. The actual assembly process, therefore, ... that is, the
part A into part B operations ... is child's play in comparison to the
multifold shaping, honing and finishing stages that the parts must go
through in preparation for assembly. More than 130 Operation Sequences
of a machining nature are required for the production of each end fitting.
The final product, to the eye at least, has the same exterior size as
the rough forging; its weight however, at 250 lb.-, has been three-quarters
reduced.
It was mentioned how malfunctions in a vital production cog can be covered
by contingency equipment. The respect for delivery dates necessary in
the nuclear industry can be evidenced in other areas. The company's
machine maintenance staff is larger than in comparably sized plants, and
equipment operators in the plant have also been instructed to fill in on
machine repairs as circumstances demand. Maintaining an extra handful of
maintenance workers on payroll is a small price considering the alternatives: 2,000 men kept idle on an Ontario Hydro site if the end fittings
are late. Shipments from Donlee Nuclear, incidentally, go directly to
site. All finishing processes on the pieces are performed within the plant.
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An asset which will never appear on Donlee Nuclear's balance sheet, but
which is a tangible asset just the same, is next door neighbor and sister
division General 'tear. As its name implies, the company is engaged in
the manufacture of the full range of custom and production-run gear
products. The company maintains a large engineering staff, and on more
than one occasion this personnel has come to the aid of Donlee Nuclear
in solving production problems. The company has call as well on General
Gear plant space and indeed, its employees if the need should arise.
MANAGEMENT/PRODUCTION TOPICS
It would be remiss to avoid saying that Donlee has encountered considerable frustrations as the nuclear program has proceeded. At more than
one point along the way the senior officers of Donlee Industries did
serious re-evaluations of the division's position in the nuclear area
to decide if the involvement should be allowed to continue. It's accurate
to say if the company had known 13 years ago in 1962 about the significant
design changes which would occur in the intervening years, about the multiple regulations which would govern quality control and production, about
the highly irregular pattern of nuclear reactor sales. Donlee might have
chosen some other production field.
This statement is not meant as a reach for sympathy; it simply illustrates
the tremendous difficulties faced by nuclear manufacturing participants.
To a degree, this was to be expected. The manufacture of everyday items
like hairpins has a tradition which dates back to the Industrial Revolution, and the modern competitor in this field faces worries other than
production complexity. In contrast, the manufacture of end fittings and
other sophisticated nuclear components has had no real tradition whatsoever, and arriving at an effective formula for production which satisfies
the varied goals of manufacturer and customer alike has been a bedeviling
experience. The lessons have been hard learned.
Discussing the ups and downs of prior years, one of the depression points
occurred when Donlee Nuclear lost out on a tendered contract for an end
fitting part by quite a substantial margin. The winning bidder was a
Canadian company which was and is highly respected for its ability to
produce precision instruments. The management at Donlee. was sitting
around rather dejectedly afterwards, playing with cost figures, trying
to determine how this rival company had managed to take on a commitment ,
for such great machine and man hours at the quoted price and still earn
a profit. The punch line, of course, was that it couldn't. Within weeks
the general manager was in Donlee's offices asking that the company lend
support for a renegotiation of the contract. The moral for manufacturers:
beware when pricing nuclear contracts. Compared even to related machining
fields, sunken cost factors are soon to emerge as a result of extra pro-*
duction, inspection and clerical demands.
A discussion of various operational and management topics may help to
put into closer definition Donlee Nuclear's bitter-sweet experiences in
the nuclear industry. Many of the adverse conditions described will be
seen to have been part of the early stages of the industry, and thus unlikely to repeat. On the other hand many of the conditions outlined ,>
qualify as industry characteristics, and must be accepted as such.
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reactor sales simply didn't exist, has been the single most disturbing
factor faced by nuclear components manufacturers.
During the first gap, from 1963 to 1966, the production equipment of
Uonlee Nuclear was literally put in mothballs. The second gap experienced
by the company, from March 1^70 to early 1972 in shipping dates, was offset only to a small degree, b/ related industry contracts such as gun
drilling. During these stoppages the company was naturally compelled
to absorb costs which didn't stop: the leased expense of floor space,
staff wages, capital cost amortizations, etc. When a revival occurred,
startup expenses for such matters as employee recruitment would also
take a toll, especially after a long period of minimal revenues.
Waiting out these production pauses, the company's anxiety took two forms.
One was the actual cessation of activity, the scramble to keep busy key
personnel ... and more than anything else the utter uncertainty when, if
ever, the nuclear program would resume. Secondly, and this was very much
a concern, the company had no guarantee that when new reactor orders did
occur, the contracts for end fittings would be obtained by Donlee Nuclear.
Design Changes. From inception the Candu reactor has known three types
of end fittings: (1) the Douglas Point end fitting, used also for India,
small in size (2) the Pickering end fitting (3) the Bruce end fitting,
largest yet, with new locking mechanisms.
At the moment (March, 1975) Quebec Hydro end fittings are being worked in
the plant, and these incorporate the Pickering design, primarily because
the latter installation has become a proven success.
What has this evolutionary pattern of the end fitting meant? With each
design change, new tooling technology and equipment were required.
With each change in design came inevitable wrinkles in the production
phase. Lost time, shipment stoppages, Quality Control headaches and
other difficulties were experienced. The attendant costs during this
shakedown period were assumed by the customer, yet becoming comfortable
with a new design was still an unsettling experience.
Personnel. As explained, maintaining quality technical and plant personnel was most difficult in the face of repeated production stoppages.
With engineers, the hiring process was difficult as well since qualified
individuals were reluctant to accept a position in an industry with an
irregular pattern and uncertain future.
Financing was particularly arduous in the industry's early days, since
the banks had little awareness of the Candu reactor, which after all had
little history behind it, and the success of the entire program was open
to very real questioning. Another question faced: Did Donlee Nuclear
have the proven capability to produced end fittings. As yet the company
didn't. Later, the banks did provide support, although financing was
confined to individual nuclear contracts, and made no consideration for
non-nuclear jobs which might be passing through the plant.
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Handling end fittings, raw materials must be purchased in very largo
quantities, which contributes to the tremendous peak in capital outlay which occurs in the pre-production stage of a contract. Six months
before a contract's cash flow from sales began, Donlce Nuclear has
faced expenditures up to $750,000. Without the support of the parent
company Donlee Manufacturing Industries Limited, the financing would
not have been possible.
In more than one case events beyond the company's control such as desi0..
problems or materials defects caused shipments to slow while work-inprogress continued. Payroll and other expenses of course carried on,
materials inventories never stopped piling up, but billings related to
delivery were stopped entirely. Special progress billings arranged with
Ontario Hydro and A.E.C.L. were helpful in these circumstances.
While progress payments were always available to Donlee from Ontario
Hydro on the full contract value, one clause in the progress payment
contract called for payment of 90% on delivery at the site and 10%
withheld until the date of commissioning. This could mean $400,000 withheld a $4 million contract for a period of up to 4 years or more. Donlee
therefore could only opt for net 30 days.
Government assistance has not been significant in regard to nuclear industry financing. The single contribution of the federal government to
Donlee Nuclear has been via its export credit agency, which insured
shipments to India against payment losses.
Equipment and Tooling: Comment can be confined to the fact that participation in the industry has meant an accumulation of heavy plant equipment which would produce parts not of a commercial nature. From the
beginning, particularly in its tooling, Donlee Nuclear invested extra
sums to have the ability to comfortably handle quantity orders. This
was an expensive decision from which there is little turning back;'
The cost to outfit such a speciality plant has been considerable.
Nuclear Industry Relationships, namely with A.E.C.L. and with Ontario
Hydro. Generally Donlee Nuclear has had the benefit of excellent relations with A.E.C.L., the government agency which designed the Candu
reactor and now performs inspection services on all nuclear component
contracts. The A.E.C.L. staff has a positive attitude, and are sympathetic and helpful toward manufacturers as inevitable problems crop up
during production. One thing: the A.E.C.L. does tend to be somewhat
theoretical at times in its analysis of manufacturing situations.
Ontario Hydro, the largest customer for the Candu, rates highly for its
co-operative attitudes as well. Donlee Nuclear's dealings on specific
contracts takes place primarily with A.E.C.L. personnel; however Ontario
Hydro is frequently consulted to gather insights for long-range planning
and a large perspective into the future of domestic nuclear sales. In
this regard, a spirit of co-operation is found at all levels of the
company.
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Quality Control and Inspection
The rigorous inspection process at Donlee Nuclear divides into two
equally important categories. To carry out dimensional checks the
company employees apply dozens of special gauges and masters. Each
end fitting has hundreds of dimensions in total; all of these dimensions are checked, and all critical dimensions rechecked. As end fitting pieces pass through machining, each receives inspection prior to
assembly. Later, the assembled end fittings are examined by Quality
Control before being released to packaging, where an A.E.C.L. inspector
then looks over all end fittings ... both the product itself, and our
production documents related to it ... before signing the release for
shipment. A last round of inspection must still occur before the packaged pieces pass out for delivery.
The second inspection category concerns the steel itself. Rough forgings which enter the receiving door at Donlee Nuclear have already
passed chemical tests at the steel mill, and later structural tests
at the forging company, and they arrive duly certified for same by the
A.E.C.L. The Quality Control department at Donlee Nuclear continues
this testing with a series of non-destructive tests to protect against
possible material defects. Included is hydrostatic testing, conducted
at pressure levels 25% above normal operating levels as prescribed for
pressure vessels by the terms of the stringent A.E.C.L. Nuclear Code.
The next step, magnetic particle testing conducted by a mangnaflux unit,
identifies seams, voids, cracks, inclusions or any other structural
flaws in the end fitting. The spotting of an inclusion means further
information is needed.
Dye penetrant testing is then conducted to obtain the relevant data for
analysis of the problem.
If Quality Control requirements in nuclear work are exhaustive, so too
is the recordkeeping. From their day of birth in the steel mill, rough
forgings are given a five-digit serial number and this badge is preserved as the steel travels through the forging company, through refinishings at Donlee Nuclear, and through nuclear site assembly. Should a
flaw develop in an end fitting one year or 10 after its installation,
the focal point of the engineers1 investigation becomes the individual
job history which Donlee Nuclear maintains on each end fitting processed
in its plant.
An end fitting's serial number is the latchkey which opens the door to
its computer file. Documented information for each piece includes its
full quality control inspection records, its mill certificates, its
Time-and-Temperature heat treat charts. The trail of a faulty end
fitting can be traced back as far as its original ingot state, with
cross-reference procedures existing to establish which other end fittings
were forged as companion pieces from the same ingot of steel. Detailed
recordkeeping is of course common to all precision machining work; even
so the mammoth requirements which accompany nuclear work have required
much system planning and internal adjustments on the company's part.
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Th e physical bulk of data alone is intimidating. At the conclusion of
the Bruce contract, for example, 10 or so six-inch thick fact folders
were given to Ontario Hydro to serve as their permanent history of the
installation's end fittings. Additional production data in the form
of internal history dockets continue in storage at Donlee Nuclear.
Export Trade. Donlee Nuclear has followed in the footsteps of the
Candu program with its sales to India and Argentina, and contemporary
events suggest that foreign sales of Canada's reactor will continue to
be a significant element in the company's manufacturing program.
The shipping of end fittings overseas has often taxed the imagination
of Donlee Nuclear's plant people. Packaging in particular has been an
area where extreme care and caution is necessary, yet where little
precedence existed because of the unusual nature of the product. The
custom crates and the protective wrapping are all inspected by the
A.E.C.L. before end fittings leave the plant. Protective chemicals
must be added to guard the stainless steel surfaces against rust during
the sea voyage, and against later deterioration in the tropical climates.
A small variety of shipping dates and available ports combine to exert
extra pressure on meeting production deadlines. Few vessels of sufficient size travel the shipping lanes from India to Canada, for example,
and a missed voyage meant a long delay in realizing delivery, and also
payment.
Concerning foreign sales, a spirit of family often prevails among the
many participants in Canada's nuclear industry. The family is wary as
well as jubilant when a foreign contract comes in the door. The realization exists, for example, that when a nation lines up for one set of
nuclear reactors, the chances are few for repeat orders. Countries
strive to develop the technology to move production within their
borders. In India's case, an observer for the Indian Government spent
18 months as observer in Donlee Nuclear's plant during end fittings
production.
A larger worry follows that one: once capable of building Canadian reactors, will foreign nations return to cloud future Candu sales by
offering lower prices in the world market? With substantially lower
labor costs, certain nations are in the position to possibly do so.
A last point about nuclear exports. Like all foreign contracts, an
element of insecurity surrounds the sale. IVhen India exploded its bomb
and Canada retaliated by freezing nuclear shipments, several nuclear
component manufacturers were left out on the limb. In mid-production
and delivery their customer had been taken away. In return for its
sovereign right to halt progress on foreign nuclear sales, the federal
government in future may well find itself compelled to accept financial
liability for same.
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The development years for the Candu reactor program has been not without hardship for suppliers in the field, faced with periods of idleness despite available plant resources and manpower and while the
future continues to have elements of uncertainty prospects seem brighter
than at any time before.
Donlce Nuclear has been able to ride out the bumps during the inactive
periods of the program, because, first the company enjoyed the financial and backup support of its parent company, and also because it
enjoyed some success in picking up related job orders which, while not
being nuclear, made use of the plant equipment. It is with a sense of
shared triumph and satisfaction that the company looks on the confirmed
Candu sales existing today, with domestic sales and promised foreign
business of sufficient volume to create a healthy backlog for the
industry.
The Canadian nuclear industry by all accounts stands on the threshold
of a most active and productive period. Judging this new prosperity
again through the eyes of a supplier with limited size and resources,
the corralling of firm orders will alone do much to remove the industry
hardships that have been a factor in past years.
By the company's own example, this matured phase in reactor sales will
have varied and beneficial effects on the overall nuclear program.
Rising costs, through raw materials increases and general inflation,
have pushed upward the blanket price for Candu reactors to an extent
that has become worrisome for the A.E.C.L.
In today's climate, producers can now afford to take preventive steps.
Donlee Nuclear has just now purchased two N.C. tape lathes, for example,
equipment which is the latest word in machining with the capability to
repeat intricate machining automatically. Previously, an investment in
these innovative lathes was unjustified due to an uncertain production
future. Now the investment is justified.
The immediate future of the industry, it should be said, is not yet
precisely defined. While the accumulated Candu orders are impressive,
the exact timetabling of these contracts is still uncertain, and it
may well be that the industry will still have to live with peaks and
valleys in production. A cyclical pattern may well prove chacteristic
of the industry, just as it has for forest products, and participating
companies will then have to shoulder fixed costs and juggle manpower
as best they can during the lean periods.
Also it is never forgotten that.Donlee Nuclear, like all the other
supplier companies, stands susceptible to the march of technology. The
scientific minds which shaped the prevailing design of the Candu are
still hard at work in search of improvements, and future breakthroughs
minor or major could have a profound effect on the operations of the
company. The Candu reactor could, in future embrace a-new.concept which,
does away with using networks of-pressure'vessels.
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and with that dramatic step remove entirely the function of Donlee
Nuclear. Another possibility, perhaps less radical, is for further
design changes to occur to thé end fitting component. Trying to judge
the impact of this in advance would hardly be possible. Any design
adjustments would cost time and dollars; how much of each can only be
determined in practice.
In regard to production capability, Donlee Nuclear has been ready for
a surge in customer interest in the Candu for some time, and its major
capital investment in equipment has already been made long in advance
of firm acceptance. The company's present structure welcomes greater
production.
Large or small, the companies active in the nuclear field in Canada
have all cast their fates to the winds in a sense ... in that they have
committed their capital and energy to a nuclear concept developed outside of their company's walls, with the selling and acceptance of that
concept dependent on the vagaries of international markets, in direct
competition with sophisticated nuclear systems developed in nations
justifiably renowned for their technological prowess.
Beyond the projected profit and loss, beyond the existing plant formats
or other pragmatic considerations, a fundamental faith in the Candu
program has been displayed at the supplier level. This attribute can
be recognized in the perserverance of the many suppliers to remain in
the field despite lean times.
The past years gone by have been an exhaustive learning process for
Donlee Nuclear, both within the plant, and in the school of hard knocks
as far as world nuclear sales.
Today, as the Candu program stands poised on what appears will be a
rewarding era, the company looks ahead to taking on new production
challenges. The maturing process at Donlee Nuclear has been too great
to measure since the nuclear program began to unfold. The members of.
the industry look to the future and can only expect their knowledge and
capability to continue to grow by geometric progression.

-60MANUFACTURE OF COMPONENTS FOR
CANADIAN REACTOR PROGRAMS
L.P. Perry, Dominion Bridge Company, Limited

INTRODUCTION

The design of the CANDU reactor developed around the
utilization of natural uranium as the fuel and heavy water
as the moderator.

These decisions were made as natural

uranium is readily available in Canada, and heavy water
was recognized as one of the most efficient moderating
substances known. Another characteristic of the CANDU
reactor is the pressure tube concept, as the pressure vessel
envisaged at the early design stages for the larger reactors
would be beyond the manufacturing capability of Canadian
industry; and, it was a condition of the CANDU program
that it, where practical, be compatible with Canadian
industry.
From Douglas Point, the first full scale prototype
power producing CANDU reactor to what represents the
present state of the art, the 'CANDU-600' represents many
design and conceptual changes in the reactor assembly.
It is the intent of this paper to highlight some of these
changes and point out how we, Dominion Bridge Company
Limited, have had to adjust and grow to meet the needs of
the CANDU'reactor program.

To do this, a brief review of the

power reactors in Canada will be considered.
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Douglas Point is a 208 Mw(e) nuclear powered electric
generating plant, Canada's first full scale prototype
generating plant of this type. The nuclear reactor consists
of a stainless steel calandria vessel through which run
three hundred and nine horizontal, zircaloy calandria and
pressure tubes.

The reactor vessel is typical of the

CANDU-PHW system and is filled with heavy water moderator.
This calandria vessel was shipped as a 'fully tubed' unit
and weighed about sixty tons. The end shields were not
shipped as part of this assembly.

The approximately three

foot thick steel end shields, which were fabricated of one
foot thick slabs, were.shipped separately and installed at
the site.

PICKERING GENERATING STATION
Pickering Generating Station, the first multi-unit
nuclear powered generating station to be built in Canada
utilizing the CANDU-PHW system, has a calandria assembly
very similar to that of Douglas Point.

The reactor vessel

which produces 540 Mw(e) contains three hundred and ninety
fuel channels.

The calandria shell and end shields were

shipped separately by barge to site.

The welding of the

end shields to the calandria was performed in the containment'
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vault prior to the installation of the calandria tubes.
Needless to say, the success of Pickering has
contributed enormously to the future prospects of the
CANDU-PHW reactor program and to the credibility of
Canada as a leader in the heavy water moderated reactor field.
RAPP I & II - RAJASTHAN ATOMIC POWER PROJECT - INDIA
The export to India of these two 200-Mw units by Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited provided for an interesting exercise
from an end shield supply point of view.

The end shields,

although similar to the Douglas Point design, were not shipped
completely assembled; but rather, they were pre-assembled in
our shop then dismantled into numerous, more manageable
sections for shipping to India.
At site, these components were re-assembled under
supervision of Dominion Bridge Company Limited personnel to
the exacting tolerances as demanded for the successful fit-up
and operation of this equipment.
In addition to the supply of the end shields, Dominion
Bridge provided the supervision for the transporting of the
calandria vessel from the port of arrival to the site many
hundreds of miles inland.

This accomplishment over the

back roads of India required a great deal of thought and
planning.
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Hydro-Quebec's Gentilly I reactor is the second full
scale prototype reactor to be built in Canada.

This reactor,

designated as CANDU-BLW (Boiling Light Water) Utilizes light
water as the coolant, thus eliminating the need for steam
generators. The steam produced in the pressure tubes drive
the turbines and does not go through any additional conversion
stages.
The calandria vessel, basically, is quite similar in
construction to the PHW reactor in the other CANDU stations;
however, its final positioning in the reactor vault is
rotated ninety degress. Hence, the calandria tubes run
vertically and refuelling is from the underside of the reactor.
BRUCE GENERATING STATION
Next to Douglas Point on the Bruce Peninsula on Lake
Huron is the Bruce Generating Station. This station is the
second multi-unit station to be designed and built in Canada.
Each of its four reactor-turbine generator units is capable
of producing 750 Mw(e) (net) output. These units are
scheduled to go into service in 1976, 1977, 1978 and 1979.
Although the Bruce reactor follows the basic CANDU-PHW
concept, a number of physical design changes and innovations
to the calandria assembly were introduced.

These changes

resulted from the experience gained from the operation and
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Some of the significant changes which affected the
manufacturer were:
(a)

Introduction of a water filled, carbon steel shield
tank;

(b)

End shields that are now hollow, which are to be
filled with steel balls rather than being fabricated
from massive slabs of steal;

(c)

Considerably more horizontal and vertical nozzles in
the calandria shell which are necessary for the
reactivity control rods and mechanisms.
During the initial bidding period of this equipment,

it was the intention of Ontario Hydro to have the shield tank,
calandria vessel, end shields and calandria tubes installed
and assembled at site.

As the bidding progressed, it

became apparent that this complete unit could be assembled
in Montreal and shipped to the Bruce site by barge; the total
weight of this shipment being about seven hundred and fifty tons.
This innovation pointed out the practicality of shipping
complete calandria assembly units of this size to the site.
Some of the advantages of this practice are:
(a)

Keeping more work in the manufacturers' shop, thus
giving a greater degree of control in the assembly
than would be likely under field assembly conditions;

(b)

Eliminating much of the work that had been carried
out in the already congested reactor vault area;

(c)

Shortening the overall construction schedule by
having much work carried out in parallel in the
manufacturerers' shop, rather than in sequence in
the field;

(d)

Eliminating additional, temporary clean room
requirements at the site. This could suggest a
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(d)

continued —
significant cost saving at a multi-unit station when
such a facility may ihave to be moved from one reactor
to another.

(e)

Obtaining skills of this calibre at each site may be
difficult.

''

A number of problems associated with these larger
shipments are apparent as well:
(1)

Problems of handling these large, heavy components
at the manufacturers' plants and at the sites.

(2)

Extra marine insurance required for these
expensive components.

(3)

Restriction of shipments to the normal Canadian
navigation periods as the mode of transportation.is
water.
Nevertheless, the advantages have apparently over-

shadowed the disadvantages as the philosophy now is to

"

follow the completed component shipments.

CANDU-600 Mw(e) REACTOR
The next power reactor in this series is the AiE.C.L.
Export Model, that is the CANDU-600.
This reactor follows the same basic concept being
built at:(a)

1 unit - Gentilly il.

Hydro Quebec.

(b)

1 unit - Argentina.

Comision Nacional de
Energia-Atomica, Argentina.

(c)

1 Unit - Lepreau.

New Brunswick Electric
Power Commission.
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4 Units - Pickering 'B*.

Ontario Hydro.

(Note:' These units have a 500 Mw Rating) .
The calandria assembly for the above, containing the
calandria shell, end shields and three hundred and eighty
calandria tubes, is to be installed into a water-filled,
steel lined concrete vault at the respective sites. One
of the main differences, other than size of this reactor
with that of Bruce is the elimination of the carbon steel
shield tank.
TAIWAN REACTOR
The research reactor, of special interest to Dominion
Bridge Company Limited, is the Taiwan Research Reactor.
Features of this reactor represent a "first" for Canada.
The main one, from a calandria supply point of view, was the
all zirconium alloy calandria vessel that was built for
this project.

This was the first such vessel of this type

to be built in the world.
The calandria is about eight feet in diameter, approximately twelve feet long, and weighed about eight thousand
pounds.

The properties of zirconium dictated that this

vessel be fabricated in a totally controlled atmospheric
environment, that being a constant temperature, a high
degree of purity of air, and controlled humidity.

Much
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to ensure the integrity of the welding and manufacturing
procedures be proven adequate for the purpose intended
and compatible with the properties of zirconium.
MANUFACTURERS' INVOLVEMENT
In general, it goes without saying that the emergence
of the CANDU-600 represents the first opportunity of a
standard, or nearly standard reactor design in the CANDU
reactor program.

To date, with the exception of the

multi-unit stations at Bruce and Pickering, the manufacturer
of the assemblies has not yet had the opportunity to build
two reactors to the same design.

Granted, the experience

gained on previous reactor contracts and the development
work required on each certainly has been useful; however,
this evolution has been characterized by the following:
1.

Intermittent requirements, thus making it difficult to
maintain and hold qualified skills within the
fabricating facilities.

2.

Significant changes in design on each calandria
required much additional development work by the
manufacturer. This placed a significant load on
the technical resources of the supplier and increased
the necessity of developing more qualified in-house
expertise to cope with the many.weld development
programs required.

3.

Equipment and machine tool development, coupled
• with development of qualified manufacturing
capabilities and procedures to build a calandria
assembly, have been impossible to standardize.
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4.

The requirements dictated by the necessity for
additional non-destructive examination and the
additional in-house paper work as required by •
Section III of the A.S.M.E. Code.

5.

It has been demanding on the manufacturer to
integrate the preceeding with the necessity to
make'a fair profit on this type of work. The
continuing change in reactor design has made it
difficult to obtain this goal.
Problems of the manufacturer to obtain appropriate

material for fabrication have been paramount.

It appears

that the program to develop qualified primary manufacturers
stopped short of the material supplier. This has placed
additional responsibility on the manufacturer, particularly
where significant portions of his supply are only available
off-shore.
Characteristically," the lead time to develop the
manufacturing technology to build these components to
different designs has been limited to the time between the
bid award and the actual fabrication on the shop floor.
Because of the intermittent nature of this business to
date, it has been difficult for the supplier to justify the
costly development work required solely on speculation of
getting a contract.

The manufacturer-has been criticized

for not carrying out development prior to award.

The

•following serves as an example for this reluctance:
development of specialized welding machine technology

the
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to that of the 600 Mw reactor.

In addition, it is most

unlikely that much of this knowledge could be utilized
• on many other types of work contracted by the manufacturer.
The development work required to produce a calandria
assembly is extensive.

Very specific procedures which

• are unique to this product are needed.

The multitude and

complexity of bores in each tube sheet (three hundred and eighty
, bores per tube sheet and four tube sheets per reactor on a
600 Mw calandria end shield) require sophisticated plasma
burning, machining and welding techniques to ensure consistant
and reproducible results from hole to hole while maintaining
the accurate alignments required.

Coupled with developing

the knowledge required for this work is the constraint of
the schedule.

• •

This places the additional requirement of

carrying out different operations on the same component
in parallel with each other.

This, to the manufacturer,

may not be the most economic method of producing a component;
however, this additional cost will provide greater economies
to the owner by shortening the overall project schedule.
In addition to building these components within the
tight schedules, is the requirement that the appropriate Quality
Standards be met.

In the past six to eight years, the
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received increased attention.

The result is that Quality

Assurance has become a specialized operation involving
organization and operational procedures which were not
required to the same extent in the heavy manufacturing
industry ten years ago.
J.n Canada, the manufacturing industry is required
to follow the Quality Assurance requirements as specified
in A.S.M.E. Code, Section III.

In addition to this standard,

the Quality Standards dictated by Ontario Hydro's QA-20-73
and the similar HQ-QA-20 have to be met. The implementation
of Section III has, without a doubt, contributed to many
discussions amongst the manufacturers, engineers, and
the utilities.

Section III, an American code requirement,

is designed around the American nuclear program which is
quite different in nature to the CANDU program.

Hence, the

interpretation of the intent of the code and its applications
to our program

has resulted in many and varying discussions.

It has been recognized within the nuclear industry
that a Canadian Code should be developed, hence the new
CSA.Z299.1 has now come into effect.

This Standard outlines

the Quality Assurance Program requirements that must be
followed for components which must have the high degree
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of assurance required in equipment for a CANDU nuclear
power plant. This new Standard was produced by a team
comprised of representatives from Canadian designers, engineers,"
manufacturers, and jurisdictions for use in the Canadian
nuclear program.
Quality Assurance

has been with the supplier for

years; however, this new emphasis on this aspect of manufacture
is a necessity.

The extremely high cost associated with

a generator that may shut down is understandable to those in
the electrical generating field.
of radioactive contamination.

Add to this the possibility

These factors necessitate

this increased requirement for Quality Assurance. However,
it should be pointed out that the implementation of a
specific Quality Assurance program is generally accepted
and acknowledged internationally as being difficult to
achieve the optimum desired results within a given company.
The reason for this is that each particular company has its
own personality, methods of doing business and demands
that must be handled in its own way.
Experience is the best teacher and this applies to
the manufacturers, the engineers, and the utilities as
we all stride ahead in the CANDU nuclear program; hence,
a good understanding of the demands on each, by all, can
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parties concerned are going to have to consciensiously
pull together to achieve this goal.
It is also generally accepted that the Quality
Standard required on components following the A.S.M.E.
Section III Code requirements generally add about 10% to
15% to the production cost of that item.

But, again,

this cost is small if the reliability and safety of the
components is increased even slightly.
FUTURE POTENTIAL
What does the future hold for manufacturers involved
in the supply of equipment in the CANDU program?
frankly, it looks good.

Quite

"An Energy Policy for Canada",

published by the Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources,
indicates that the electrical generation in Canada by
nuclear plants is to grow from one billion kilowatt hours
generated in 1970 to five hundred and two billion kilowatt
hours (an increase of from 0.5% to 44% of the total
electrical power generated in Canada, with the total
electrical generation increasing from two hundred and four
to eleven hundred and thirty two in this period) by the
year 2000.

This is a growth of more than five hundred times.

-73Another way of looking at this growth is that by the year
1990, the installation rate for nuclear plants is
expected to be 6,000 Mw(e) per year, and about 12,000 Mw(e)
per year by the year 2000, (Appendix I).

To meet this need,

Atomic Energy of Canada is now investigating 1200 Mw(e) units
that would be i:i operation by 1985. When you consider the
six to eight year lead time to bring these larger stations
into service, it is understandable as to why Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited and Ontario Hydro have been conducting
studies on the 1200 Mw(e) reactor and have approached
suppliers on the feasibility of manufacturing and shipping
these units.
To ship a complete 1200 Mw calandria assembly,
depending on the equipment that would be installed in the
shop, it could be a unit weighing as much as fifteen hundred
tons and require a building with sufficient clearance under
a crane hook for the final assembly.

The 2,000 Mw reactor

could weigh up to two thousand tons; however, the height
of the shipment would not be significantly greater.
To help meet the demand of this future potential,
Dominion Bridge company is now in the very advanced stages
of building a reactor component shop on the western
extremities of our property. This shop is located on the
old Lachine Canal. With minor modifications to the
shipping facility, it is designed to handle the larger
components expected in the future.
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Looking at the prospective nuclear plants to b e
*

built this century, it appears that the continuity in
orders is now upon us. The introduction of the CANDU-600
represents a significant step toward the standardization
of design. With these two very significant developments
in the CANDU-PHW program, the manufacturer can now, with
a degree of assurance, proceed to build up his internal
expertise, thereby increasing his own efficiencies and
maintaining a reasonable control over his production
costs.
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Power Generated by
nuclear
*

TOTAL

*

% Nuclear

* Billions

1970

2000

1

502

204

1132

.05

44

(10 y ) kwh.
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